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InstruttiOn 
• Attempt all questions. 
• Wherever necessary, draw diagram and label properly to explain the concept. 
• If any additional data/information are required kindly assume it 

Ql. Answer the following questions 
a) Define half life time and zero order reaction 
b) Difference between elementary and non-elementary reactions 
c) Difference between integral and differential method for analysis of rate data 
d) Homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions 
e) Space time and space velocity 
f) Instantaneous fractional yield and overall fractional yield 
g) Residence time distribution 
h) Dispersion number and its impact on CSTR and PFR 

(16 Marks) 

Q2. Li id A decomposes (A 	Product) by first order kinetics, and in a batch reactor 50% of A is 
co erted in 5 minutes. How long it will take to reach 75% conversion? 	(5 Marks) 

Q3. De ive the performance equation for plug flow reactor (PFR) with diagram, and mention the 
ad ntages and disadvantages of batch versus continuous flow reactors 	(10 Marks) 

Q4. Fo a reaction as shown below 

ky (desired product)  

A k  

S 	(unwanted product) 

Wi h corresponding rate equations 

ddt 
CR 	 dCs rR  = 	= k1  CA and rs  = —dt = k2CAa2  

De ermine the conditions and the nature of reactors for the formation of desired products. Also, draw 
the contacting pattern for various combinations of high and low concentration of reactors in 
continuous and non-continuous operations. 

Q5. Th concentration reading as given in table below represents a continuous response to a pulse input 
int a closed vessel which is to be used as a chemical reactor. Calculate the mean residence time of 

ks) 

Q6. What are the characteristics of tracer used in reactors 
difference between E and F curve and draw E curve 
arbitrary flow. 

to detect non-ideal behaviour? What are the 
and F curve for plug flow, mixed flow and 

(6 Marks) 

  

   

(6 Marks) 

[u  a in the vessel t, and tabulate and plot the exit age distribution E. (Use graph paper) 	(7 Ma 
Time t, min 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 
Tracer Output Concentration, 
Cpuise  (gm/litre fluid) 

0 3 5 5 4 2 1 0 
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